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Abstract

As evidence from sign languages is increasingly used to investigate the process of lan-
guage emergence andevolution, it is important tounderstand the conditions that allow
for sign languages to persist. We build on a mathematical model of sign language per-
sistence (i.e. protection from loss)which takes into account the genetic transmission of
deafness, the cultural transmission of sign language andmarital patterns (Aoki & Feld-
man, 1991). We use agent-based modeling techniques and draw inspiration from the
wealth of genetic and cultural data on the sign language Kata Kolok to move towards
a less abstract model of sign language persistence. In a set of experiments we explore
how sign language persistence is affected by language transmission types, the distri-
bution of deaf alleles, population size and marital patterns. We highlight the value of
using agent-based modeling for this type of research, which allows for the incorpora-
tion of real-world data into model development.
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1 Introduction

It has been a challenge to test theories of language emergence and evolution.
Starting in the late 1980s, computer modeling and mathematical modeling
have been used to test proposed theories (Smith, 2014). In turn, experimental
and observational data have been used to verify the findings generated from
these models. For instance, seminal modeling work by Kirby (2001) demon-
strated that in the absence of biological evolution, the cultural transmission of
language is sufficient in explaining the emergence of compositionality. Exper-
imental work by Kirby, Cornish and Smith (2008) confirmed the results of
the model. Despite researchers often providing experimental or naturalistic
evidence to support model results, it has always been a challenge to incor-
porate real-world data into model development. Moving towards modeling
techniques that allow us to incorporate levels of complexity needed to explain
language evolution requires empirical data from a range of disciplines (Vogt &
de Boer, 2010). Here, we present an agent-basedmodel of sign language persis-
tence, i.e. whether a sign language continues to exist, informed by real-world
data from emerging sign languages.
The field of evolutionary linguistics has been increasingly interested in

emerging sign languages (e.g. Senghas, Kita & Ozyurek, 2004). These are lan-
guages that emerge in a community of deaf individuals with no prior language
knowledge (Meir et al., 2010). The only new instances of spoken languages
are pidgins and creoles, which emerge due to contact between individuals of
mutually unintelligible languages (Siegel, 2008). These spoken languages have
been used as evidence of the essential features of a language (McWhorter,
1998), but they are not devoid of the influence of their root languages (Meir
et al., 2010). Hence, emerging sign languages are the only example of languages
which emerge in a communicative group without prior language knowledge
that can be observed today. These languages have been used as a proxy for the
origin of language because the first generation has no access to linguistic input
at birth and the linguistic features found are largely independent of surround-
ing spoken languages (Meir et al., 2010).Thus, emerging sign languages canhelp
reveal the linguistic features present in the earliest stages of cultural language
evolution. It remains an open question what specific genetic and cultural con-
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ditions allow for these languages to emerge and persist. The present study uses
a computer simulation based on very detailed data from documented signing
communities to study exactly what combination of factors contribute to sign
language persistence.
The contributions of the present work to the study of language evolution

include the following: first, emerging sign languages represent important case
studies for language evolution. The present research explores under what ge-
netic and cultural circumstances these languages persist. Secondly, the present
work is more broadly relevant because it provides more detailed insight into
gene-culture coevolution, and towhat extent the simplificationsmade inprevi-
ous, influential mathematical models (Aoki & Feldman, 1991; Feldman & Aoki,
1992) are valid. Thirdly, at the broadest level, the following work shows under
which circumstances a communication system—and the gene(s) underlying
it—can persist in a population when only a subset of the population learns
the communication system, and how genes and culture coevolve in such a
case. This may be relevant to early (biological) language evolution, in which
it remains unanswered how language can persist—and genetic adaptations to
language can spread—in a situation where only a small subset of the popula-
tion members have the alleles necessary for language.
Depending on the social origin, emerging sign languages can be categorized

as Deaf community sign languages (Woll & Ladd, 2003) or shared sign lan-
guages (Nyst, 2012). Deaf community sign languages are used by a large and
dispersed groupof deaf individuals, of which the vastmajority are born tohear-
ing parents (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004). These languages emerge when deaf
individuals congregate, for example in a city or a school. Here, the majority of
language users are deaf, unrelated to each other and come from various back-
grounds. Nicaraguan Sign Language is an example of a Deaf community sign
language documented from its birth, which emerged due to contact between
unrelated deaf individuals at a school in Managua (Kegl, Senghas & Coppola,
1999). In contrast, shared sign languages are shared by deaf and hearing mem-
bers of communities and typically emerge in rural areas with a high incidence
of hereditary deafness. These sign languages arise within a community, and the
language transmission occurs within and between families (Nyst, 2012). Hence,
there are a variety of genetic and cultural differences in the conditions afford-
ing sign language emergence and persistence. The precise conditions allowing
for sign language emergence and persistence remain unclear and are a nec-
essary subject of investigation for answering questions about language emer-
gence and evolution.
Understanding the precise conditions giving rise to new sign languages is

not straightforward. The number of documented emerging sign languages is
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small and not all features (e.g. genetic, linguistic, anthropological) of all emerg-
ing sign languages have been investigated. Hence, there is a small number of
(often incomplete) data points which may be used to answer what conditions
allow for sign languages to emerge and persist. Another methodology that has
been used to understand how linguistic features of sign languages emerge and
evolve is controlled experiments, for instanceusing the silent-gestureparadigm
(e.g. Motamedi et al., 2018; Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014). However, it would be
impossible and unethical to conduct controlled experiments to fully grasp the
contribution of the different genetic and cultural factors facilitating sign lan-
guage emergence and evolution. Because of the complex relationship between
genes and culture involved in sign language emergence and evolution, model-
ing is an appropriate methodology to tease apart the importance of the factors
involved. In fact, sign languages have been the frequent subject of mathemat-
ical models of gene-culture coevolution (e.g. Aoki & Feldman, 1991; Nance &
Kearsy, 2004). Here, we elaborate on one such model.
Aoki and Feldman’s mathematical model (1991) addresses the conditions

that allow for the persistence (i.e. protection from loss) of sign languages, as
a result of the genetic transmission of deaf alleles, which are affected by mar-
riage patterns, and the cultural transmission of a sign language. Though they
explore a plethora of factors which may affect sign language persistence, their
final model makes two assumptions: first, it assumes that deafness is due to a
recessive phenotype, in which only individuals who acquire the allele causing
deafness frombothparents are deaf.Theirmodel focuses on this typeof genetic
transmission of deafness, as it is the most common cause of deafness (Bitner-
Glindzicz, 2002). Second, the model assumes vertical transmission (from par-
ents to children) of the sign language from a signing parent to a deaf offspring.
A key feature of models of sign language persistence is assortative mating for
deafness, meaning non-randommating with regards deafness. For instance, in
England and in the United States, deaf individuals have a tendency to marry
other deaf individuals (Kyle & Woll, 1988); thus, in these cases there is a high
proportion of assortative mating for deafness. Using the mathematical model,
Aoki and Feldman (1991) conclude that the role of other types of sign language
transmission, horizontal transmission (random transmission between individ-
uals of the same generation) and oblique transmission (transmission between
a child and a random individual in their parent’s generation, other than the
child’s parents), do not significantly affect the persistence of a sign language.
A follow-up to their initial study investigated the role of grandparental

transmission on sign language persistence (Feldman & Aoki, 1992). This trans-
mission mode is particularly interesting because as deafness is modeled as a
recessive trait, it may skip a generation, so sign language transmission from
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a deaf grandparent to a deaf grandchild may be important for sign language
persistence. To address this mathematically, Feldman and Aoki (1992) intro-
duce a method based on triplets, consisting of two overlapping mother-father-
daughter triplets, where the daughter in the first triplet is the mother in the
second triplet. Hence, thismethod only accounts for grand-maternal transmis-
sion. From this, the authors conclude that the most important factor affecting
sign language persistence is assortative mating for deafness, but that in some
cases where vertical transmission is insufficient, grand-maternal transmission
may contribute to sign language persistence (Feldman & Aoki, 1992). These
models (Aoki & Feldman, 1991; Feldman & Aoki, 1992) outline the conditions
for sign language persistence, but no empirical data from real sign languages
was used to test their model.
When empirical data from a shared sign language was applied to Aoki and

Feldman’s (1991) model, the sign language was incorrectly predicted not to per-
sist. Gialluisi et al. (2013) tested Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) model with data
from Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL), a shared sign language used
by a small community in the Negev desert in Israel. As is the case for many
shared sign languages, the ABSL community has a high incidence of hereditary
deafness and all deaf individuals acquire the sign language from birth. Strik-
ingly, in this community, marriages between deaf individuals did not occur
in the early generations of this language (Kisch, 2012). As Aoki and Feldman’s
(1991) model predicts that ABSL would not persist, it indicates that their model
is incomplete. Gialluisi et al. (2013) emphasize that a realistic model of sign
language persistence requires consideration of the social and genetic circum-
stances underpinning signing communities.
The approach described in this paper aims to incorporate real data from

emerging sign languages into our model. In this way, we aim to create a model
which accurately accounts for the persistence of shared sign languages. The
approach moves away frommathematical modeling because there are certain
features of sign language communities that are difficult to model mathemati-
cally. For instance, in differential equation modeling, there is no obvious way
of representing certain social structures, like the family unit. Hence, in Aoki
and Feldman’s (1991) model, all transmission besides vertical (from parents to
children) was random, or unstructured. Our approach advocates modeling the
persistence of sign languages using an agent-based model in which it is more
straightforward to retain societal structure, necessary for implementing the
features inspired by the real-world data from shared sign languages.
We use the outline of Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) mathematical model as a

starting point for our model. Additionally, we draw inspiration from an agent-
basedmodel used to study the features that shape sign language fluency across
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emerging sign language communities, informed by the shared sign language
Kata Kolok (de Vos, Roberts & Thompson, 2016). The agent-based model pre-
sented here is created with the following aims:
(1) to be more representative of the empirical data from shared sign lan-

guages
(2) to model a finite population in order to observe the effect of community

size on sign language persistence
(3) to model the contribution of deaf individuals and hearing carriers of the

deaf allele informed by real-world data
(4) to model the family as the focal point of sign language transmission, fol-

lowing claims about the role of the families of deaf individuals as being
key to the persistence of real-world sign languages (Marsaja, 2008).

The paper is structured as follows; in the following section (section 2), we delve
into more detail on shared sign languages, with a focus on the remarkably well
documented shared sign language Kata Kolok. The documentation of various
genetic and cultural facets of this signing community is used as the starting
point and as inspiration for the critical features of the agent-based model. In
section 3, the agent-based model is described. Section 4 consists of the model
results and a brief discussion, first of the baseline Kata Kolok model and then
a set of four experiments exploring model parameters. This is followed by a
general discussion (section 5) and a conclusion (section 6).

2 Shared sign language variation

The present research is focused on shared sign languages (as opposed to Deaf
community sign languages) for the following reasons: first, because of an often
small population size, shared sign language documentation has in some cases
spanned entire communities (see the community sketches found in Zeshan &
de Vos, 2012). Second, shared sign languages provide a unique window into the
dynamics underlying gene-culture coevolution, as shared sign languages typi-
cally emerge due to amonogenic form (i.e. involving a single gene) of recessive
hereditary deafness. Third, this work is part of a larger investigation into the
emergence and evolution of the shared sign language Kata Kolok. The demo-
graphics of the Kata Kolok community are exceptionally well documented in
comparison to other shared signing communities and this shared sign language
is one of the ones that has persisted the longest (de Vos & Nyst, 2018).
Different shared sign language communities differ in many ways. Variation

has been observed, for example, in the size of the signing community, the pro-
portion of deafness, the age of the language and the context of language use
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table 1 Examples of variation in shared sign languages

Sign language Incidence
of deafness

Population size Marriage norms Reference

Adamorobe
Sign Language

high: 11% low: 405 (1961)
high: 2500 (2012)

no deaf-deaf marriages Kusters (2012)

Alipur Sign
Language

low: 0.75% high: 20000 no deaf-deaf marriages Panda (2012)

Chican Sign
Language

mid: 2.36% low: 720 deaf-deaf and
deaf-hearing marriages

Delgado (2012)

Kata Kolok mid: 2.2% mid: 2184 deaf-deaf and
deaf-hearing marriages

Marsaja (2008)

(deVos&Zeshan, 2012;Meir et al., 2010). Table 1 shows examples of how shared
sign languages vary on several dimensions, including marriage patterns, pop-
ulation size and the proportion of deaf individuals in the population. Because
the features of documented signing communities vary on so many levels, the
present research investigates the precise combinations of conditions allow-
ing for these languages to persist. It is worth noting that the data presented
in Table 1 and those concerning the Kata Kolok community consist of a snap-
shot of these communities, but these communities have experienced drastic
changes. For example, in the Adamorobe Sign Language community, the pop-
ulation has grown from 405 in 1961 to 2,500 in 2012 (Kusters, 2012).
The current project is inspired by the Kata Kolok community, which has

been extremely well documented frommany angles. Since the early 1990s, this
community has been studied by geneticists (Winata et al., 1995), anthropolo-
gists (Hinnant, 2000), sociolinguists (Branson,Miller &Marsaja, 1999;Marsaja,
2008) and linguists (de Vos, 2012; Lutzenberger, 2017; Perniss & Zeshan, 2008).
Because of the in-depth documentation of Kata Kolok frommany perspectives
around the early 2000s, it offers a unique window into the cultural and genetic
dynamics allowing for the persistence of a shared sign language.
Kata Kolok is a shared sign language that emerged in a small village called

Bengkala inBali, Indonesia due to ahigh incidence of recessive hereditary deaf-
ness. Based on genealogical (Liang et al., 1998) and genetic (Winata et al., 1995)
evidence, de Vos (2012) concludes that Kata Kolok is likely in its sixth genera-
tion. In the village there are 2184 residents of which 2.2% are congenitally deaf
(individuals who carry two deaf alleles) and 17.6% of hearing individuals carry
a deaf allele (Winata et al., 1995). Further, as reported for other shared signing
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communities, this community has adapted to deafness; deaf people are highly
integrated into the community and are not discriminated against, as evidenced
by them being as likely to marry as hearing people, as well as deafness being
present in the village’s mythology (Branson et al., 1999).
A far-reaching sociolinguistic survey was conducted by Marsaja (2008) in

2000 about the use of Kata Kolok. In this survey, 83% of the population was
interviewed, including 47 deaf individuals and 1770 hearing individuals. All
families with deaf individuals took part. Interviews were guided by a list of 13
questions (seeAppendix 4 inMarsaja, 2008), such as “where have you been this
morning?”. According to this brief interview, participants were classified as flu-
ent signers, less-fluent signers andnon-signers. Basedon this survey, 70%of the
population has signing skills. More specifically, in Marsaja’s (2008) sample, all
deaf individuals are fluent signers (47), all hearing individuals in familieswith a
deaf member are fluent signers (78), and hearing individuals not part of a deaf
family were divided into three sign fluency categories: fluent signers (449), less
fluent signers (681) and non-signers (562). All deaf signers and hearing indi-
viduals in deaf families (i.e. families with a deaf member) are considered to
be fluent signers of Kata Kolok. Marsaja (2008) considers families as consist-
ing of extended family members who usually live in the same compound, such
as grandparents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews. Marsaja
(2008) notes the importance of deaf families in the persistence of Kata Kolok:

The use of Kata Kolok in Deaf families is the key to its overall use across
the village. Both [deaf individuals] and [deaf] families use the sign lan-
guage regularly at home, and as a result, they are all fluent signers. As
regular and frequent users of the sign language, these people play crucial
roles in the development and maintenance of Kata Kolok.

p. 101

Because of the breadth of rich empirical data collected on Kata Kolok, it is the
ideal candidate to use as a starting point to help examine the conditions that
may lead to the persistence of a shared sign language. The genetic (Winata et
al., 1995) and sociolinguistic sources (Marsaja, 2008) fromaround the year 2000
provide detailed, community-wide data from the same time period, which is
ideal for the current model. Using data from the documentation of the Kata
Kolok community, the computational model presented in the following sec-
tion attempts to build an ecologically valid representation of how shared sign
languages persist.
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3 Model

The following model description follows the ODD (Overview, Design concepts,
Details) protocol for describing individual and agent-based models (Grimm et
al., 2006, Grimm et al., 2010).1

Purpose The purpose of this model is to investigate which factors allow for
the persistence of shared sign languages.We observe how several factors affect
the number of signers and, in some cases, how they affect the number of deaf
agents in the population. The input parameters are the number of deaf agents
(d), the proportion of hearing agents carrying a deaf allele (c), the size of one
generation (n) and the value for assortative marriage (m).2 In this model, per-
sistence and transmission of deafness is determined by deaf alleles (d and c)
andmarriage patterns (m), while sign language transmission occurs within the
family unit. It is worth noting that in the model an agent’s signing ability does
not affect their fitness, as was the case in a previous model of Kata Kolok sign
fluency (de Vos, Roberts & Thompson, 2016). In the current model we do not
include this as a) our language component is rudimentary, with signing ability
as a binary variable, and b) given what we know about the Kata Kolok commu-
nity, there does not seem to be an effect of sign fluency on fitness for deaf or
hearing individuals.

Entities, state variables and scales The model contains one type of entity:
agents. Agents have the following properties: identity number, age, sex, genes,
parents, partner and sign ability. Agents live for three generations (0, 1, 2) and
get married and reproduce at age 1. Agents can transmit or acquire the sign
language at any age.

DesignconceptsAll agents belong to a family, the only collective in thismodel.
Family units are comprised of grandparents, parents and children. Thus, agents
can be a part of maximally three family units, as grandchildren, parents (if they
have children) and grandparents (if they have children and grandchildren).
Interaction within the model occurs based on family structure, which deter-
mines from whom an agent can learn from and transmit the sign language

1 Themodel code and analysis documents are available at: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare
.12179760.v2.

2 In the present work we refer to assortativemarriage (as opposed to assortativemating, which
was used byAoki and Feldman, 1991). In assortativemating the offspring’s genotype is directly
considered, while in assortativemarriagewe consider the probability of an individual pairing
with an individual with the same phenotype (here, deaf or hearing)which in turnwould have
an effect on the offspring’s genotype.Wewish to draw this distinction because, though in this
case there is no difference between assortative mating and assortative marriage, in certain
applications there could be differences.
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figure 1 Schema showing the order of processes and where parameters are used in the
agent-based model. To create the initial population, the inputs are: the size of one
generation (n), the proportion of deaf agents (d) and the proportion of hearing
agents carrying a deaf allele (c). Subsequently, agents age, get married given the
assortative marriage value (m) (determining if they have a tendency to marry a
deaf or hearing agent, depending on if they are deaf or hearing), a new genera-
tion is created and agents have the chance to acquire the sign language from their
family. This process continues for g iterations.

to. For observing model output, the characteristics of agents are recorded (see
Entities, state variables and scales).

Process overview and scheduling The simulation set-up is outlined in initial-
ization. After the initializationphase, each time step comprises theprocesses in
the order outlined in Table 2. For details, see Submodel sections. Figure 1 pro-
vides a schematic overview of the order of processes and parameter input. n
refers to the number of agents in one generation. The full population ntotal is
comprised of three generations (aged 0, 1, 2) alive at once.

Initialization The model takes a list of input parameters: the proportion of
deaf agents (d), the proportion of hearing agents carrying a deaf allele (c), the
size of one generation (n), the value for assortativemarriage (m) andhowmany
generations the model runs for (g). The initial number of agents in the model
is one generation (n), equaling a third of the total population size of a sign lan-
guage community, calculated by ntotal / 3. The gene distribution for these agents
is set according to d and c (see Submodel gene inheritance). In the first genera-
tion, all deaf agents are signers.

Submodel gene inheritanceWhen an agent is born, it inherits one allele from
each of its parents. From each parent, the agent inherits an allele causing deaf-
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table 2 Processes, scheduling, pseudo-code and parameters

Process Pseudo-code Parameters

create initial generation create n agents
initialize according to gene inheritance
if agent is deaf
it acquires the sign language

n, d, c

ageing for each agent
increase age by 1
if age is 3
remove agent from population

marriage select agents with age 1
perform assortative marriagewith valuem
performmarriage language acquisition

m

create new generation repeat n times
randomly choose couple
create agent with selected couple as parents

n

gene inheritance for each new agent
randomly acquire one allele from each parent
if the agent acquires two deaf alleles
it is deaf

else
it is hearing

language acquisition for each new agent
find agents in same family unit
if any agent in family is deaf and if any agent knows

the sign language
all agents in the family acquire the sign language
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ness (a recessive allele (d)) or an allele that does not cause deafness (a dom-
inant allele (D)). As the model pertains to recessive hereditary deafness, only
agents who acquire two alleles causing deafness, homozygous recessive (dd),
have a deaf phenotype. Agents who acquire only one allele causing deafness,
heterozygous (dD)or (Dd), are carriers of the allele causingdeafness, and, along
with agents acquiringnoalleles causingdeafness, homozygousdominant (DD),
have a hearing phenotype.
For the initialization of genes in the first generation, input parameters

needed are the size of a generation (n), the number of deaf agents (d) and
the proportion of hearing agents carrying a deaf allele (c). The number of deaf
agents in the initial generation is calculated by n⋅d, and the number of hear-
ing carriers of the deaf allele is calculated by n⋅d. The remaining agents in the
population are hearing agents carrying no deaf alleles.

Submodel language acquisition Acquiring sign language is modeled as a
binary variable; thus, agents either acquire the sign language or they do not
acquire the sign language. Agents cannot unlearn the sign language once it is
acquired.
Upon marriage, if any partner knows the sign language and any partner is

deaf, the member of the couple who did not know the sign language acquires
it.

Submodel assortative marriage All agents who are age 1 are eligible to get
married. The assortative marriage value (m) specifies the number of agents
seeking a partner with the same phenotype. Hence, we calculate the number
of deaf agents in a deaf-deaf marriage and hearing agents in a hearing-hearing
marriage. The number of deaf agents that marry a deaf agent is calculated by
the number of deaf agents in a generation nd = n⋅d, multiplied by the assor-
tative marriage value (m), yielding nd⋅m. The number of hearing agents that
marry a hearing agent is calculated by finding the number of eligible hearing
agents in a generation, nh = n − nd, and multiplied by the assortative mar-
riage value (m), yielding nh⋅m. The remaining agents in a given generation,
n − (nd⋅m + nh⋅m), are randomly married with respect to deafness. Marriages
between siblings are prohibited.

4 Results and discussion

Model output consists of agent characteristics, recorded every time step. For
the analysis, we use the agent characteristics deafness and signers. The num-
ber of deaf agents and signers is presented out of the total population size. All
results presentedhere are of 1000 repetitions of the sameparameter settings for
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50 generations. On the figures presented, the dark line represents the median
at each time step and the shaded area represents the first and third quartiles.
If the error region (i.e. the shaded area representing the first and third quar-
tiles) of one experiment overlapswith themedian (i.e. the dark line) of another
experiment, then there is no significant difference in result between the two.

4.1 Kata Kolok baselinemodel
In the Kata Kolok baseline model, the parameter values are set to the values
recorded from the Kata Kolok community. The following parameters are con-
stant throughout the simulation: the number of agents, the assortative mar-
riage value and the sign language transmission method within the family (ver-
tical, horizontal and grandparental transmission). First, the number of agents
in the simulation is 2184, representing the population size at the timeMarsaja’s
(2008) study was conducted. Next, the assortative marriage value, determin-
ing if deaf people are more likely to marry a deaf person or a hearing person, is
58%, calculated based on a family tree of the Kata Kolok community inWinata
et al. (1995). In addition, transmission of the sign language within the family
is hypothesized to be crucial in ensuring sign language persistence (Marsaja,
2008). Other parameters are set at the start of the simulation but are not held
constant throughout the simulation. These parameters are the fraction of deaf
individuals which is initially 2.2% of the population and the fraction of hear-
ing carriers of a deaf allele which is initially 17.2% of the population (Winata
et al., 1995).
In our first experiment, we look at the role of sign language transmission

type on sign language persistence. To do so, all other parameters influenced
by the Kata Kolok community data are kept constant. In this experiment, sign
language transmission is modeled as either purely vertical (VT), vertical and
horizontal (VT+HT) or vertical, horizontal and grandparental (VT+HT+GT). Fig-
ure 2A shows that there is no fitness advantage to being a signer in the model,
with the three models of sign language transmission yielding approximately
the same number of deaf agents in the population. On the other hand, Fig. 2B
shows that the persistence of a sign language is affected by sign language
transmission type. Namely, adding horizontal transmission to vertical trans-
mission appears insignificant while grandparental transmission appears to be
important for sign language persistence. Strikingly, for the Kata Kolok baseline
parameters, grandparental transmission has a great effect on the persistence
of the sign language. As discussed by Feldman and Aoki (1992), grandparental
transmission may aid in cases where recessive deafness has skipped a gen-
eration. Because assortative marriage occurs only slightly more than half of
the time in this model, deaf individuals are likely to have hearing offspring.
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figure 2 Figure 2A shows the proportion of deaf agents over 50 generations and Figure 2B
shows the proportion of signers over 50 generations. Both Figure 2A and Fig-
ure 2B show the results of three experiments of sign language transmission types:
vertical transmission alone (VT), vertical and horizontal transmission (VT+HT),
and vertical, horizontal and grandparental transmission (VT+HT+GT). The dark
line represents the median at each time step and the shaded area represents the
first and third quartiles.

Hence, due to the discontinuity between transmitting the sign language and
genes causing deafness, grandparental transmission is shown to be important
in sign language persistence. Marsaja (2008) defines families as more than just
siblings, parents and grandparents, but considers the extended family which
also comprises aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews who live together in a com-
pound. Future work could also consider the importance of these additional
family members involved in sign language transmission.
Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) mathematical model predicts the persistence of

Kata Kolok by vertical transmission alone. However, as shown in Fig. 2B, the
agent-based model does not. What is causing the difference in results using
these twomethodologies?We posit that this difference is largely a result of the
less abstract representation of the Kata Kolok community in the agent-based
model. With regards to marriage in the agent-based model, only female-male
marriages are allowed between individuals of the same age (one third of the
population) and marriages between siblings are prohibited. In small popula-
tions, this has a large effect because the pool of potential marriage partners
is limited. Given the parameter settings used here, assortative marriage only
presents a small fitness disadvantage for deaf agents, where 96.5% of deaf
agents aremarried and 97%of hearing agents aremarried. In addition, there is
a small number of deaf agents and if they are not selected to have offspring, this
can have drastic effects on the persistence of the sign language. Crucially, here
we show that to account for the persistence of Kata Kolok, vertical transmis-
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sion alone is not sufficient, but the addition of horizontal and grandparental
transmission helps to allow for the persistence of this sign language.

4.2 Parameter variation experiments
In the following sections, we present the results from the agent-based model
and follow with a comparison of how the results are different from Aoki and
Feldman’s (1991) mathematical model results. In this set of experiments, we
investigate how sign language persistence and the number of signers in the
population is affected by the spread of deaf alleles in the population, the pop-
ulation size and marriage patterns. For the remainder of the experiments, the
family unit consists of the siblings, parents and grandparents.

4.2.1 Distribution of deaf alleles
In Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) mathematical model, the genetic basis of deaf-
ness is represented as the proportion of deaf alleles in the population. Because
there is precise genetic information about the distribution of deaf alleles in
the Kata Kolok community, the agent-basedmodel considers the proportion of
deaf agents (carriers of two deaf alleles) and the proportion of hearing agents
carrying one deaf allele.
The proportion of deafness is varied in communities where shared sign lan-

guages have emerged (see Table 1). For Kata Kolok, the recorded incidence of
deafness in the community is 0.022 (Winata et al., 1995). Keeping all other
parameter inputs constant in the model, we vary the proportion of deafness
to see the effect on the number of deaf individuals in the population over time,
as well as on the number of signers in the population. The input parameter val-
ues investigated for the proportion of deafness (d) are 0.0075, 0.022, 0.025, 0.05,
0.075, 0.1, 0.11, 0.15. We investigate several values attested for the proportion of
deafness in real-world signing communities: 0.0075 for Alipur Sign Language
(Panda, 2012), 0.022 for Kata Kolok (Winata et al., 1995), 0.11 for Adamorobe
Sign Language (Kusters, 2012), and other plausible values.
As expected, a higher proportion of recessive hereditary deafness in the pop-

ulation leads to a larger number of deaf agents (Fig. 3A) and a larger number
of signers (Fig. 3C). As seen in Fig. 3B, regardless of the proportion of deafness
in the population, the proportion of deaf agents in the population is on aver-
age above 0. When the proportion of deafness in the population is less than
0.0075, no deaf individuals are present in the initial generation, as the propor-
tion is too low. Next, the proportion of deafness in the population influences
the number of signers in the population. As seen in Fig. 3D, only when the pro-
portion of deafness in the population is extremely low (0.0075) does the sign
language not persist on average. This is different from what is observed in the
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figure 3 Figure 3A shows the proportion of deaf agents and Figure 3C shows the pro-
portion of signers over 50 generations with varying levels of deafness in the
population (d) at generation 0. The dark line represents the median at each time
step and the shaded area represents the first and third quartiles. Figure 3B shows
the proportion of deaf agents and Figure 3D shows the proportion of signers at
generation 50 for each experiment studying the proportion of deafness. The dots
represent the median at generation 50 and the line represents the first and third
quartiles.

Alipur Sign Language community, where the sign language has persisted with
this attested value of deafness in the population.Hence, the agent-basedmodel
is not accounting for the persistence of this sign language.
Counting the number of deaf individuals in a community is straightforward,

as deafness can be observed directly. But obtaining an estimate for the propor-
tionof hearing carriers in apopulation is difficult, becauseof theneed to collect
genetic material from a large enough sample of the population. Kata Kolok is
the only sign language for which we have this data: 17.2% of the hearing popu-
lation carries a deaf allele (Winata et al., 1995).
With the following simulations, we ask, if the proportion of hearing carri-

ers is altered, what is the effect on the persistence of the sign language? We
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figure 4 Figure 4A shows the proportion of deaf agents and Figure 4C shows the propor-
tion of signers over 50 generations with varying levels of hearing carriers of a deaf
allele in the population (c) at generation 0. The dark line represents the median
at each time step and the shaded area represents the first and third quartiles. Fig-
ure 4B shows the proportion of deaf agents and Figure 4D shows the proportion
of signers at generation 50 for each experiment in function of the proportion of
hearing carriers of a deaf allele (c). The dots represent the median at generation
50 and the line represents the first and third quartiles.

keep the Kata Kolok baseline parameters constant except for the proportion
of hearing carriers of the deaf allele (c). We investigate the following values of
hearing individuals who begin the simulation with one deaf allele: 0.0, 0.05,
0.75, 0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 0.172, 0.2. Figure 4 shows the results of the simulations. The
proportion of deaf agents in the population rises with the proportion of hear-
ing carriers in the population (Fig. 4B). As shown in Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B, when
there are no hearing carriers of the deaf allele in the population (when c is set
to 0), after only a few generations, there is a small number of deaf individu-
als remaining in the population. Consequently, this also affects the persistence
of the sign language. Figures 4C and 4D show that when there are no hearing
carriers of the deaf allele in the population, the sign language does not persist.
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In this parameter exploration, we show that the proportion of hearing car-
riers of a deaf allele in the population is crucial to take into account when
modeling sign languagepersistence.When theproportionof hearing carriers of
the deaf allele is low, the sign language does not persist. Because the proportion
of hearing carriers for Kata Kolok is a considerable proportion of the popula-
tion (17.2%), this is shown to be critical for the persistence of the sign language.
Interestingly, if the number of deaf individuals in the population is low, then
the sign language still persists. This experiment highlights the genetic role that
hearing carriers of the deaf allele play in sign language persistence. Because
of the high proportion of deaf alleles in the population, even without a high
proportion of deaf individuals, deaf children are likely to be born as a result
of having hearing parents carrying deaf alleles. Previous models of sign lan-
guage persistence assumed an equilibrium distribution (based on the Hardy-
Weinberg principle) with respect to allele frequencies in the population (Aoki
& Feldman, 1991; Feldman & Aoki, 1992). Because we have uniquely detailed
information about the genotype distribution in the Kata Kolok community,
which is not in equilibrium, we do not assume an equilibrium distribution in
the population. Hence, this agent-based model moves away from an assump-
tion of an allele and genotype frequency equilibriumdistribution as it does not
align with the community being modeled.

4.2.2 Population size
The population size is 2184 for the Kata Kolok baseline model, as reported in
Marsaja (2008). Here, we vary the population size to see the effect on the pro-
portion of deaf agents and on the proportion of signers in the population.
Keeping the other parameter values constant, the following population sizes
are considered: 500, 720, 1000, 2000, 2184, 3000, 4000, 5000, 7500, 10000 and
20000. As shown in Table 1, the smallest population size reported for a shared
signing community is 720 for the Chican Sign Language community (Delgado,
2012) and the largest population size observed is 20000 for the Alipur Sign Lan-
guage community (Panda, 2012).
By varying the population size, and keeping all other parameter values con-

stant, we assess the role of the population size on the number of deaf agents
and signers in the population. Figure 6 shows the results from the simulations
of differing population sizes. Figure 6A, showing the proportion of deaf agents
in the population, demonstrates that there are always deaf agents in the pop-
ulation irrespective of population size. However, Fig. 6C shows that in smaller
populations, the sign language does not persist. In addition, as expected from
the relationship between population size and variation, we findmore variation
in the number of signers when there is a small population (see Fig. 6D).
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figure 5 Figure 5A shows the proportion of deaf agents and Figure 5C shows the propor-
tion of signers over 50 generations with various population sizes (ntotal). The dark
lines represent the median at each time step and the shaded area represents the
first and third quartiles. Figure 5B shows the proportion of deaf agents and Fig-
ure 5D shows the proportion of signers at generation 50 with various population
sizes (ntotal). In Figures 5B and 5D, the dots represent the median at generation 50
and the line represents the first and third quartiles.

4.2.3 Assortative marriage
Based on a family tree of the Kata Kolok community inWinata et al. (1995), the
assortativemarriage value is 58%. In the baseline Kata Kolokmodel, the assor-
tative marriage value is set to 0.58, meaning that 58% of deaf agents marry
another deaf agent, and 58% of hearing agents marry another hearing agent.
The remaining 42% are married randomly with respect to deafness.
Keeping the other baseline Kata Kolokmodel parameters constant (popula-

tion size, incidenceof deafness andhearing carriers),we vary the valueof assor-
tative marriage in a set of experiments with the following values: 0.0, 0.25, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.58, 0.75, 0.9, 0.95 and 1.0. As shown in Table 1, different marriage pat-
terns have been observed across shared signing communities, including some
where deaf individuals alwaysmarry hearing individuals. In this case, the assor-
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figure 6 Figure 6A shows the proportion of deaf agents and Figure 6C shows the pro-
portion of signers over 50 generations with varying assortative marriage values
(m). The dark line represents the median at each time step and the shaded area
represents the first and third quartiles. Figure 6B shows the proportion of deaf
agents and Figure 6D shows the proportion of signers at generation 50 with vary-
ing assortative marriage values (m). The dots represent the median at generation
50 and the line represents the first and third quartiles.

tativemarriage value is 0.0. In themodel when assortativemarriage is set to 0.0
there is a small, random chance that a deaf-deaf marriage would occur.
The experiments demonstrate that when the assortative marriage value is

low, the sign language is not predicted to persist. When the assortative mar-
riage value is set to 0.0, deaf-deaf marriages are extremely unlikely and thus
the probability that a deaf agent has a deaf offspring is less likely when marry-
ing a hearing agent. Further, the sign language is transmitted onlywhen there is
a family with a deaf individual and an individual who knows the sign language
within that family. Thus, the likelihood of having a deaf offspring decreases
due to deaf-hearing marriages, which in turn affects sign language persistence
(as shown in Figs. 6B and 6D). The results of the assortative marriage experi-
ments thus reveal a similar result to that of Gialluisi et al.’s (2013) application
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of ABSL to Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) mathematical model, namely that this
agent-basedmodel does not predict the persistence of sign languages with low
assortative marriage values.
The experiments on assortative marriage also reveal a counterintuitive

result, namely that when the assortative marriage value is high, the propor-
tion of deaf agents is low (Fig. 6B) and the sign language disappears from the
population (Fig. 6D).When the assortativemarriage value is 1.0, all deaf agents
are married to another deaf agent. This creates a dynamic where the genetic
transmission of deafness and the cultural transmission of the sign language
occur in parallel. Because the starting signers in the model are the deaf agents
of the initial generation, if only deaf-deaf marriages occur, no hearing individ-
uals can take part in the signing community. But what is causing the number
of deaf agents to decrease over time and the sign language not to persist when
only deaf-deaf marriages occur? We believe that this is a result of a difference
in the possibility for deaf agents tomarry and hearing agents tomarry. As previ-
ously discussed, thismodel allows only female-malemarriages between agents
of the same age. Additionally, sibling-siblingmarriages are prohibited. Because
there are few deaf agents (in comparison to the number of hearing agents) it is
often the case that a deaf agentwill notmarry for the reasonsmentioned.When
assortative marriage in the population is set to 1.0, on average 79% of deaf
agents are married and on average 97% of hearing agents are married. In con-
trast, when assortative marriage is lower, for instance for the Kata Kolok com-
munity baseline model, on average 96.5% of deaf agents are married and on
average 97%of hearing agents aremarried.Thus, deaf agents in themodelwith
assortativemarriage at 1.0 experience a fitness disadvantage due to the features
modeled which are absent in the mathematical models.We consider the influ-
ences on the choice of a marriage partner (e.g. no sibling-sibling marriages) to
be a less abstract representation of emerging sign language communities.
It has been observed that marriage norms vary in different signing com-

munities. There are cases where deaf-deaf marriages did or do not occur for
various reasons. For example, in the Adamorobe signing community, deaf-
deaf marriages have been prohibited by law since 1975, as deaf-deaf mar-
riages were observed to yield deaf offspring (Kusters, 2012). Meanwhile, Kisch
(2012) reports that in the ABSL community, initially no deaf-hearing marriages
occurred. Due to a change in the norms of deaf education, since 2004 deaf
individuals from this community have begun to marry deaf people outside
the Al-Sayyid community (Kisch, 2012). While both Aoki and Feldman’s (1991)
model and the present agent-based model do not predict the persistence of
sign languages with no deaf-deaf marriages, the languages have persisted in
reality.We are currently investigating if consanguineousmarriage patterns can
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account for the persistence of shared sign languages, even when deaf-deaf
marriages do not occur. Considering more cultural and genetic factors from
real-world communities is needed to strengthen our understanding of how
sign languages persist. Inmathematicalmodeling, retaining information about
community structure is difficult. Modeling consanguineous marriage patterns
requires keeping track of relatedness, which would be hard, if not impossible,
using mathematical modeling.

5 General discussion

By incorporating features from real-world sign languages into the agent-based
model, we further Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) investigation of the factors that
allow for sign language persistence. Using a mathematical model, Aoki and
Feldman (1991) found that assortative mating and vertical transmission of the
sign language are the crucial components allowing for sign language persis-
tence. In a follow-up study, Feldman and Aoki (1992) found that grandparental
transmission may help in cases where vertical transmission is insufficient. In
order to further explore what factors allow for sign languages to persist and to
incorporate findings from naturalistic data into model development, we used
an agent-based model, as many of the features of interest are difficult to inves-
tigate using mathematical modeling. In a set of experiments using the agent-
based model we observed how the persistence of the sign language and the
number of signers in the population varies due to changes in how the sign
language is transmitted, the number of deaf individuals in the population, the
number of hearing carriers of the deaf allele, the population size and the value
of assortative marriage.
Using Aoki and Feldman’s (1991) mathematical model of vertical transmis-

sion, the shared sign language Kata Kolok is predicted to persist. However,
when implemented in the agent-basedmodel,with vertical transmission alone,
we observe that the sign language does not persist.We believe that because the
agent-based model presents more realistic constraints, the threshold for the
sign language to persist is higher using the agent-basedmodel. Thus, to account
for the persistence of this sign language, vertical, horizontal and grandparental
transmission of the sign language are necessary, as opposed to vertical trans-
mission alone. In certain cases, the agent-based model does not account for
sign language persistence when modeled with features of sign languages that
we know exist in reality. The present model does not account for sign language
persistence when there is a small population size, a small proportion of deaf-
ness and a low value for assortative marriage.
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When the population size is small (under 2000 agents), with the other Kata
Kolok baseline features, the sign language does not persist in the model. How-
ever, the community that uses Chican Sign Language has a population of 720
(Delgado, 2012). Hence, a small population size should not be a limiting factor
in the persistence of sign languages. In the present model, we posit that the
sign language not persisting is due to the small number of deaf individuals in
these simulations, given theKataKolokdefault values andmarriage constraints
imposed by the age and gender of agents. Hence, the genetic transmission of
deaf alleles and the cultural transmission of the sign language is interrupted,
and due to the small number of deaf individuals, does not recover. Cultural and
genetic features of these communities are obviously critical to the persistence
of shared sign languages, and therefore should be studied more in depth.
When the proportion of deafness is low, the sign language was not observed

to persist. For example, in theAlipur Sign Language community, the proportion
of deafness was once 0.0075 (Panda, 2012), translating in the present model to
five deaf agents in the initial generation. Because of marital preferences and
the small number of deaf agents in thepopulation,when theproportionof deaf
agents is low the sign language does not persist. As stated, in order to under-
stand how sign languages with such a low proportion of deafness can persist,
these communities must be studied and their features must be incorporated
into model development.
When the value for assortative marriage is low, the sign language does not

persist in the model, parallel to the mathematical model results applied to
a sign language with a low assortative marriage value (Gialluisi et al., 2013).
Because the sign language is not predicted to persist in these cases, future work
will aim to consider how sign language persistence is possible in communi-
ties where deaf-deaf marriages are not observed. Future work will consider the
effect of consanguineousmarriage patterns in the agent-basedmodel, amarital
patternwhich has been observed in some shared signing communities. Though
the agent-based model presented here is able to account for the persistence
in many scenarios with observed features from real sign languages, it is still
lacking features to account for the persistence of all shared sign languages. In
order to further understand how sign languages persist in communities where
deaf-deaf marriages do not occur, more genetic and cultural data is required to
accurately model these communities.
Besides collecting genetic and cultural data specific to communities in order

to explain their persistence, other features which have yet to be incorporated
into the model could be considered, and may be necessary to explain the per-
sistence of sign languages. For instance, the model does not take into account
the high levels of endogamy reported for some shared signing communities
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or the geographical and family spread of deaf individuals in the community,
as reported by Kusters (2009). It does not consider the role of a growing pop-
ulation size, as documented in many emerging sign language communities,
such as in the Adamorobe Sign Language community (Kusters, 2012). The
model could be extended to take into account language acquisition, and the
differences in acquisition between native and non-native signers. In the cur-
rent model, second language acquisition can occur through marriage, but the
properties of the acquired sign language are not different from first language
acquisition. Age-of-exposure has been shown to affect the linguistic features
acquired, as evidenced by, for example, differences between native and non-
native learners in phonological features of speech (Flege&Fletcher, 1992; Abra-
hamsson &Hyltenstam, 2009) and grammatical judgements (Johnson & New-
port, 1989). Further,Mayberry, Lock andKazmi (2002) show that early language
exposure, regardless of the modality, bolsters future language acquisition. To
consider the effect of these language learning factors on sign language struc-
ture would require modeling the sign language as more than a binary vari-
able, which will be the subject of future work. Though the presented model
represents a strong simplification of reality, by using agent-based modeling
techniques it is possible to incorporate more realistic features in the future to
consider their effect on sign language persistence.
Briefly, we would like to outline potential extensions of the current model.

First, this model could be extended to address when a sign language is fac-
ing endangerment. All shared sign languages are considered endangered, often
due to contact with Deaf community sign languages (de Vos & Zeshan, 2012).
Lutzenberger (in preparation) outlines the threats to the vitality of shared sign
languages, and more specifically developments in the Kata Kolok community
affecting the persistence of Kata Kolok positively (e.g. language documenta-
tionandpositive attitudes towardsKataKolok) andnegatively (e.g. tourismand
increasing contact with Indonesian sign language). Further, as discussed by de
Vos (2012), deaf individuals in the Kata Kolok community have begun to attend
deaf boarding schools in Bali, hence they learn Indonesian sign language and
shownewmarital preferences; now, deaf individuals oftenmarrydeaf individu-
als fromoutside of the village, who are unlikely to carry the same recessive gene
causing deafness (deVos, 2012). A similar trendhas been observed in the case of
ABSL (Kisch, 2012). Considering this in the model would require modifications
to the genetic component because, in contrast to themajority of shared signing
communities, in Deaf community sign language communities deafness is not
always due to the same genetic cause. Because of the cultural and genetic dif-
ferences underpinning the persistence of Deaf community sign languages and
shared sign languages (for an overview see Meir et al., 2010), we do not foresee
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this model immediately being extended to account for the persistence of Deaf
community sign languages.
Second, the model may be extended to observe the role of genetic and cul-

tural factors on linguistic properties of sign languages. For the case of Kata
Kolok, recent linguistic studies reveal typologically unique patterns in negation
(Lutzenberger, 2017) and sign-spatial mapping (de Vos, 2012), and additionally
how sociolinguistic factors govern lexical variation (Mudd et al., to appear).
Across emerging sign languages, linguistic properties have been documented
in great detail (Meir et al., 2010; Zeshan & de Vos, 2012; de Vos & Pfau, 2015),
but how factors like population size or marriage patterns influence linguis-
tic properties is yet to be investigated computationally for these languages.
Recent exceptions include an agent-based model by Thompson, Raviv & Kirby
(2019) investigating lexical variation and population size, and an investigation
of the emergenceof the lexicon inhomesign compared toNicaraguanSignLan-
guage (Richie, Yang & Coppola, 2014). In addition, there exists a much larger
body of work investigating how social structure or transmission affects lan-
guage structure from lab experiments (e.g. Raviv, Meyer & Lev-Ari, 2019) and
from computational modeling (e.g. Gong, 2010; Gong & Shuai, 2016; Cuskley
et al., 2017). Of particular relevance to the current model is a study by Gong
and Shuai (2016) demonstrating the importance of grandparental transmission
on maintaining the mutual understanding of linguistic forms across genera-
tions.
The emergence and persistence of sign languages provides a unique win-

dow into how the interaction between genes (alleles causing deafness) and
culture (assortative marriage and language transmission) can give rise to new
languages. As discussed by Levinson and Dediu (2013), the story of shared sign
languages highlights that a genetic mutation or bias may propel language evo-
lution in a new direction, even if it only affects a small proportion of the pop-
ulation, ultimately giving rise to a feedback loop between genes and culture.
More work is needed to tease apart how various genetic and cultural factors
affect language. This type of research highlights the value of creating models
inspired by empirical data, and presents a fruitful direction in language evo-
lution research. By using empirical data to inform computational models, it is
possible to ask complex questions that are ecologically valid.

6 Conclusion

To begin to understand the effect of various factors relating to sign language
persistence, we built an agent-based model simulating the genetic transmis-
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sion of deafness and the cultural transmission of sign languages. To investigate
this genetic and cultural transmission, we informed our model with features
from Kata Kolok, an exceptionally well documented shared sign language, and
in a set of experiments, cultural and genetic factors were varied to understand
their role on sign language persistence.
In contrast with a previous model investigating these factors, we made sev-

eral additions and changes to further this exploration. Aoki and Feldman’s
(1991) model stresses the importance of vertical transmission and assortative
mating on deafness state, in an infinite population with a given proportion of
deaf alleles. Following this, Feldman and Aoki (1992) show that grandparental
transmission may aid in cases where vertical transmission is insufficient for
sign language persistence. The agent-based model presented here is of a finite
population inwhich sign language is transmitted in the family, with deaf alleles
determining deafness and the proportion of hearing carriers of a deaf allele. In
a set of experiments, we found that sign language persistence is affected by the
proportion of deafness in the population, the proportion of hearing carriers of
a deaf allele, the population size, assortative marriage for deafness and by the
method of sign language transmission (i.e. vertical and horizontal). More work
is required to account for the persistence of all shared sign languages.
All in all, this parameter exploration of sign language persistence highlights

the value of using real data to inform the choicesmade inmodeling. The better
informed our models, the more valuable they will be in explaining real-world
phenomena.
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